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Appropriation and Activism: “Negro Song” and English Abolitionists c1770–1800 

 

[warn and apologise for offensive language] 

Facing fierce opposition, William Wilberforce stepped forward in Parliament on 12 

May 1789 to urge that Britain end its slave trade. Wilberforce’s appeal was underpinned by 

evidence, collated from interviews, ship records and private collections, of the barbarity of 

enslavement.1 Abolitionists, taking up the activism of Black writers in Britain, had long 

battled fake news about slavery.2 Abolitionist song targeted in particular the pro-Slavery 

theory that Africans were incapable of feeling loss; to do so, this repertory dramatized an 

‘Affected’ Negro whose heart was like that of a White Briton. Clearly wrong in depicting the 

African as helpless – a representation at the heart of the Abolition campaign (slide 1) – 

Abolitionist song nonetheless made the singer-subject an active story-teller who might give 

listeners ears to hear harsh truths. 

In his speech of 1789, Wilberforce argued, as did Abolitionist song, that music itself 

evidenced the African’s capacity to feel.  To quote Wilberforce: 

We are told that their songs are songs of lamentation upon their departure which, 

while they sing, are always in tears insomuch, that one captain … threatened one of 

the women with a flogging, because the mournfulness of her song was too painful for 

his feelings.3 

Here the pious Wilberforce evoked Psalm 137, “By the rivers of Babylon”, and its line, “they 

that carried us away captive required of us a song”, as Brycchan Carey points out.4 But the 

song genre Wilberforce evoked was not sacred, but secular: a lament.  

Laments were taken up by Abolitionist song composers, setting sentimental poetry 

already in circulation.  To our post-Romantic sensibility, the pathos of Abolitionist song 

verses and the modesty of their musical settings might seem to trivialize the songs’ subject. 

But for an educated late-eighteenth century Briton, sentimental poetry was understood to be 
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the most direct to way to touch the heart,5 and uncomplicated music, as Gillen D'Arcy Wood 

explains, was held to communicate virtuousness in a peculiarly British-styled way.6 Among 

British musical amateurs, Italianate operatic virtuosity was often viewed as something 

foreign, excessive, wanton and effeminate; simple, elegant vocal music of modest 

proportions, by contrast, communicated seriousness of purpose. 7 

Were there any precedents for the serious ‘Negro lament’ fostered by Abolitionist 

song composers from 1788? Charles Dieupart’s 1723 da capo aria (slide) for Imoinda in 

Oroonoko: or, the Royal Slave – wholly overlooked until now – might have been one.8 

Adapted from Alpha Behn’s novella of 1688, Oroonoko became eighteenth-century London’s 

second-most beloved drama,9 spawning revivals and several adaptations from 1696 

onwards.10  Imoinda, the ‘Black Venus’ of Behn’s novella, became, in all stage versions, a 

White woman.11 But as Lyndon Dominique shows, actresses playing Imoinda late in the 

eighteenth century began to blacken their skin;12 playbook frontispieces suggest Sarah 

Siddons started this trend in 1783 (slide *). 13 Dieupart’s 1723 lament aria, still circulating in 

the 1780s, may, in drawing-room performances, have been thought of as belonging to a Black 

Imoinda, whom first actresses, in spite of the written part, were re-inventing onstage as an 

African. 

 Surely ‘Black’ laments by White composers largely served to perform the sensibility 

of White British amateurs to themselves. But Abolitionist lament song also offered a stark 

repudiation of the false narratives of pro-Slavery propagandists like William Beckford (slide). 

In 1788, this former plantation owner thrust forward his account of ‘Negroes … impartially’ 

examined according to ‘local experience of nearly thirteen years in’ Jamaica (slide).14 

According to Beckford, enslaved Africans, rather than suffering during transport, would 

‘dance and sing throughout the journey without lamenting a change of life’.15 Two years 
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later, Beckford gave an account of traditional burial music that, by his lights, showed the 

‘Negro’ be incapable of feeling loss: 

When the body is carried to the grave, they accompany the procession with a song … 

[then] … send forth a shrill and noisy howl, which is no sooner re-ecchoed [sic]… 

than forgotten … After this ceremony, which in civilized countries is considered as a 

melancholy one, but of which few traces can be found on the sepulture of a negro, the 

affected tear is soon dried, the pretended sigh is soon suppressed.16  

Opposing such convenient falsehoods, Abolitionist song projected a vulnerable, sensitive, 

deeply affected African subject. Which poetry did pro-Abolitionist composers appropriate to 

their mission? Who were the composers, and who the audiences? By what means did 

composers heighten the poetry? A sampling of fifteen Abolitionist songs from 1788 to 1802 

(see handout) suggests some answers.  

Composers of these songs drew on accounts, printed since 1773 in newspapers, 

pamphlets and poetry collections, purporting to relate ‘real’ life stories.17  Identifiable authors 

were all Whites who ventriloquized the African experience. Celebrated poems like Thomas 

Day’s ‘Dying Negro’ of 1773 and William Cowper’s ‘Negro’s Complaint’ of 1788, and 

lesser-known verses, such as Mary Robinson’s ‘Dark was the dawn’ of 1796 mingled tales of 

separation, homesickness, torture and deprivation with reflections on the immorality of slave 

trade. Though a couple of poets wrote moralizing common ballads, most of these pro-

Abolition song verses were first-person accounts in couplets, sometimes heroic, based on 

stories from the press. According to Day, his ‘Dying Negro’ was itself ‘supposed to be 

written by [a]  BLACK / to his intended wife’, whom Day invented out of press notices from 

1773 of an African man who, facing re-enslavement after running away from a London 

household, had killed himself.18 Day’s poem was set twice as a song. Another poem, by 

Welsh naval surgeon David Samwell, printed in The Star and Evening Advertiser of 
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November 1792, told of “an African Prince” who sold a boy “for a Metal Watch”; Samwell 

wrote under the pseudonym, “Meddyg Du”, Welsh for “Black Doctor”.19 Samwell’s poem 

was also set twice as song.20 In 1796 an anonymous poem “Written on seeing a Negro Boy 

begging in great Distress” appeared in The Monthly Mirror reflecting Men and Manners, and 

composer Thomas Thompson set this poem three years later. On the page, there is much in 

these poems to object to, such as the blame Samwell places on an African prince rather than a 

British slave agent, a move that effectively exculpates White traders. In performance, 

however, musicians might create a singing subject’s subtle and moving journey, as did Awet 

Andemicael and Nathaniel Mathan in their performance in April 2019 of Edward Miller’s 

setting of Samwell’s “The Negro Boy” (play video). 

Who composed Abolitionist songs? The composers of these fifteen were variously 

organists, amateurs, and theatre professionals. Among fifteen composers, six were organists, 

most who served parishes in the North, where Abolitionist campaigns flourished. In 

Yorkshire, Thomas Beilby dedicated a song to the early Abolitionist Granville Sharp; where 

the Durham-born Sharp was a local hero. Edward Miller lived in Doncaster, also in 

Yorkshire, the county Wilberforce represented in parliament.21 Thomas Thompson, a former 

Clementi student, was at home in Newcastle, and John Ross in Aberdeen.22  Of the six 

organist-composers, only George Ebenezer Williams worked in London while composing 

early Abolitionist song. Four other composers published their music anonymously, including 

countertenor- composer John Moulds, who wrote for London playhouses and pleasure 

gardens,23 and a ‘Lady Correspondent’ whose music Julia will discuss.  

Although written largely for musical amateurs, Abolitionist songs were also crafted 

for the public stage: James Hook composed one for concertizing at Vauxhall Pleasure 

Gardens, where he worked; actor John Collins wrote the poem ‘The Desponding Negro’ 

(slide) set by playhouse composer William Reeve, for Collins’ own solo stage acts; and 
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Sadler’s Wells treasurer Vincent de Cleve wrote an Abolitionist song for Thomas Brabazon 

Gray to perform at Covent Garden. Tenor James Burrows, named in the title of Miller’s song 

which we just heard, was known for leading Freemason Lodge concerts, where the song was 

likely performed.24   

By what musical means did composers dramatize the verses they had chosen? To 

accord with contemporary taste, a virtuous British song need to be simple, and politeness 

called for elegance. This translated into formally basic yet sleek strophic songs hung with 

melancholy. Typically composers deployed galant dance genres – minuet, bourree, gavotte, 

march, an Anglicized courante parading as a ‘Siciliano’ – a firm tonal centre, infrequently 

and predictably departed from, symmetrical phrasing and sequentially-repeated motives, and 

pauses for declamatory effect. Gestures and expressive markings tinged the music with 

sadness: liberal agréments, sighing appoggiaturas and in particular ‘affective’ tempo 

markings such as ‘slow and plaintive’, dotted and double-dotted rhythms that add weight to 

words and imitate gasps and sobs, and fermatas at melodic and poetic climaxes with gaps for 

the singer to fill ‘ad libitum’. In Abolitionist song, the anodyne sits alongside the progressive, 

such as Williams’s reaction to words of fringe poet and literati James Henry Leigh Hunt. 

Here, the organist Williams heightens the cry, ‘O pity’ by setting it as asymmetric fragments, 

tinging E minor with an F major chord (slide). But simpler treatments, like those by Beilby or 

Miller, seem to have prevailed.  

To appreciate how radical Abolitionist song may have seemed to its audiences, we 

must appreciate the regularity with which Africans were mocked in contemporaneous 

‘Negro’ song for the playhouse. From the 1760s onward, there was a fashion for blacked-up 

White singer-actors to perform ‘Blackish’ speech and comic airs. As Roxanne Wheeler and 

others chart, ‘Blackish’ speech might, depending on context, mark out a commedia-derived 

clever servant with the concomitant powers of that figure, subversive and otherwise.25 The 
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fashion for ‘Negro’ comic song and its ‘Blackish’ verse began, however, with the frankly 

racist 1763 hit The Padlock, led by Charles Dibdin as Mungo.26 Dibdin then forged a popular 

line for himself in comic Negro song which took the stigmatization of Africans much further. 

Dibdin’s ‘Mungo’ line unfolded until 1804 in songs he wrote like Kickaraboo, 

Common Neger go down the road side, Quaco Bungy go about, One Negro wi my banjer, 

One Negro come from Jenny land.  He sang these numbers in one-man acts at a keyboard 

kitted out with “set of bells, a side drum, a tambourine, and a gong” (slide).27  Such song 

mapped Black-ish talk and instruments onto a figure that, to quote Hans Nathan, was happy 

to be “worked hard … kicked and whipped, as long as he could strum his ‘banjer’ and sing 

and dance at the day's end”28. Dibdin amplified the primitiveness of his characterization 

through his scoring: for instance, in ‘The Negro and his banjer’ from The Wags (slide) his 

music simply see-saws over the home tonic triad. A correlate to Dibdin’s denotative conceit 

found its way into one pro-Abolition song, The Negro Girl: sung in Blackish talk, it also just 

rocks back and forth on the tonic triad (slide).   In contemporary pro-Slavery caricatures, 

speech bubbles placed Blackish speech into the mouths of perceived Abolitionist 

sympathizers (slide). 

To conclude: song was one communicative means among many with which 

Abolitionists fought to alter public perception. Because a White creation, pro-Abolition song 

could not but misrepresent Africans. But polite English song allowed composers to bring 

their message across. Because the Slavery lobby put out that Africans’ were affectively 

incapable of lamenting loss, Abolitionist song could be heard as real tales bearing witness to 

the opposite. Untrue in their representations, abolitionist poets and composers may perhaps 

have been true to their mission. 
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